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TAIT Navigator is a leading platform for control of automation 
equipment in the theatrical, themed attraction, motion picture, and 
touring production markets. TAIT Navigator is capable of everything from 
simple axis moves to complex three dimensional flights, integration with 
other controls and providing complete show control interaction. It is 
constantly expanding to new technologies.

As TAIT Navigator develops, so does the demand for 
Navigator Operators. The goal of TAIT University is to develop 
highly skilled and knowledgeable operators by developing 
fundamentals of automation theory and components in addition to 
Navigator Software Training. Emphasis is placed on safety and 
best practice in use of automation control systems. 

TAIT University is located at the Lititz, PA facilities of TAIT Towers. 
The training facility is part of the fabrication and integration spaces 
where TAIT Towers integrates staging and automation equipment for 
concert touring productions and various installations of 
automation for entertainment. This facility brings the unique 
opportunity to see the creation of some the biggest entertainment 
spectacles traveling the world today.

All TAIT University Courses are currently recognized as ETCP training 
courses. These courses can count towards recertification. If you 
are certified, please ensure you bring your ETCP certification number 
to the first class. 

 AUTOMATED RIGGING
 SHOW CONTROL
 TURN-KEY SOLUTIONS
 PERMANENT INSTALLATION



NAV 100 Series - Entry Level

NAV 101 - Introduction to Automation (4 Day Class) $900
Limit: 8 Students

This course discusses trends and ideas that are currently in practice in the world of Theatre and Entertainment Automation. This is 
an introductory class that covers large brush stroke topics, and delves into the theory and practice. It will also serve to introduce the 
rest of the curriculum to prospective students. Topics Include:

- Automation and the Evolution of the Mega Spectacular Theatrical Production. This is a progressive look at different Automation
systems and how Automation has taken over the Theatre and Entertainment industry as a whole.
- The Physics of Motion and Rigging– A review of the calculations and guides behind motor sizing, gearing, rigging and how
electromechanical solutions are devised for automated systems. Includes review of trapezoidal motion, rotational motion, and motor
sizing with gear/transmission reduction, wire rope sizing, braking requirements and basic bridal math.

NAV 103 - Basic TAIT Navigator (4 Day Class) $900
Limit: 8 Students

This course provides the foundation for using TAIT Navigator Software and understanding how to setup your working show 
environment. It is designed to create a familiarity with the tools and menus available in Navigator and their use for show creation, 
automation control, and monitoring.
- Three days of Navigator Introduction, practices, and principles
- One day of practical motion exercises, cueing, and rules

NAV 300 Series - Space Device and 3D Flight

NAV 301 - Objects and Lace Attachments (4 Day Class)  $1,500
Limit: 4 Students
Prerequisite: NAV 201 - Advanced Cueing and Rules

The Objects and Lace Attachments class explores combined axis control for 3D motion. This class will explore setup and control of 3-
point and 4-point flying rigs. Topics and hands-on exercises explore each of the following areas:

- Creating Objects and Lace Attachments
- Lace Calibration and setting up the 3D space
- 3D cueing and object control
- Creation of Profiles
- Practical application - students will setup and run a real 3D rig

NAV 200 Series - Advanced and IO

NAV 201 - Advanced Cue Programming and Rules (4 Day Class) $1,200
Limit: 8 Students
Prerequisite: NAV 103- Basic Navigator

Providing a more in-depth understanding of the use of Cue Programming and Rules, this class works towards understanding the 
complex system structures required to run an advanced automated production. In addition this class introduces the use of the 3D Space 
device for visualization and practical exercises.

NAV 208 - IO, Axis IO and Tuning Basics (4 Day Class) $1,200
Limit: 6 Students
Prerequisite: NAV 103 - Basic Navigator

This class is a start to finish course in the setup and control of an Axis IO device. Students will wire, program, and run components 
together to create a working axis device from standard parts using TAIT Navigator. Topics and hands on exercises explore each of the 
fundamentals of IO, what are Digital Inputs, Outputs, and Analog devices.
- IO control – using Navigator to directly control IO including IO cueing, IO 

joysticks
- Review of different types of Navigator IO
- Understanding the “Axis Wrapper”
- Practical exercises in building axis devices
- Basic Axis Tuning
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Directions & Hotels

Directions will be provided via email one week prior to the scheduled class. Training location address is 9 Wynfield Drive, Lititz, 
PA 17543. 

Hotels: 
General Sutter  1-717-626-2115 
Holiday Inn Express  1-888-465-4329
Lititz House Bed and Breakfast 1-800-464-6764




